A. D. L. Training Units

We have wide range of A. D. L. Training Units. Our equipment are in high demand in India and also exported to countries all over the world.

**IMI - 1521: Door-Latch Frame Set**

The frame set provides learning opportunity and progressive development of dexterity. It has six laminated doors, opening in different directions. Each door opens into a shelf where a reward or toy can be kept. Common hardware of different designs, generally used in the home are used to familiarize patient.

Size of laminated unit is 26"x18"x5" deep.

[Request Quotation / More info...]

**IMI - 1522: Electro Equipment Frame Set**

Three different types of switches: Toggle, Piano and Turn button are wired to three coloured pilot bulbs and a push button switch is wired to a call bell. All the switches operates on 220 V AC. The unit is beautifully finished in a laminated box.

Size: 15"x10"x5" approx.

[Request Quotation / More info...]
**IMI - 1523: Dressing Frame Set** (consist of four frames)

No picture available

Designed to teach basic use of clothing fasteners. Aids in developing manual dexterity and finger coordination. Set of four laminated boards fitted with Laces, Buckles, Buttons and Zippers.

[Request Quotation / More info...]

**IMI - 1865: Eating Aids with Utensils** (set of four)

Eating Aids with Stainless Steel utensils are designed to make eating time easier. Set consists Four Aids with Utensils as under.

*Glass Holder: Made out of stainless steel sheet to hold a glass, welded U bent handle provides an easy grip hold for the patient with open fingers / hand.

*Straw Holder: S.S clip with resting supports that rest on the edges of a glass and has bent round tubing to hold the straw for drinking.

*Utensil Holder: Holds a spoon or fork firmly while making a snug fit on all size hand.

*Food Guard: Designed to eliminate annoying spilling over of food from plate. Constructed of stainless steel with spring action to hold guard to plate.

[Request Quotation / More info...]

**IMI - 1867: Reacher** (Pistol Grip)

No picture available

Sturdily constructed of aluminum with plastic fittings. A trigger operates a scalloped jaw. Grips gently but firmly both hard & soft objects. Will pick up small books, spectacles, coins etc.

[Request Quotation / More info...]